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India beat South Korea by 3-0
Gill, Tewatia star in Gujarat Titans
dramatic 6-wicket win over Punjab Kings to enter Hockey WC semifinals
MUMBAI, Apr 8:
Rahul Tewatia smashed a couple of sixes off the last two deliveries after the talented Shubman
Gill's magnificent 96 off just 59
balls as Gujarat Titans pulled off a
dramatic six-wicket win over
Punjab Kings in their IPL match

ed 12 runs from the last two balls.
Tewatia (13 not out off 3 balls),
who has a reputation of hitting big
sixes in crunch situations, sent the
last two balls bowled by Odean
Smith for maximums to hand the
Titans their third win on the trot.
The Punjab side made a brilliant comeback at the death and

Shubman Gill playing a shot during his knock of 96 runs
against Punjab Kings on Friday.

TODAY’S FIXTURE
CSK Vs SRH - 3.30 pm.
RCB Vs Mumbai Indians - 7.30 pm.
SCOREBOARD

Punjab Kings
Mayank Agarwal c Rashid Khan b Hardik Pandya
5
Shikhar Dhawan c Wade b Rashid Khan
35
Jonny Bairstow
c Rahul Tewatia b Lockie Ferguson
8
Liam Livingstone c Miller b Rashid Khan
64
Jitesh Sharma
c Shubman Gill b Darshan Nalkande 23
Odean Smith
c Shubman Gill b Darshan Nalkande 0
Shahrukh Khan
lbw b Rashid Khan1
5
Kagiso Rabada
run out (Shami/Wade)
1
Rahul Chahar
not out
22
Vaibhav Arora
b Shami
2
Arshdeep Singh
not out
10
Extras: 4 (LB-1, W-3)
Total: (For 9 wickets in 20 Overs)
189
Fall of wickets: 1-11, 2-34, 3-86, 4-124, 5-124, 6-153, 7-154, 8156, 9-162.
Bowling: Mohammed Shami 4-0-36-1, Hardik Pandya 4-0-36-1,
Lockie Ferguson 4-0-33-1, Rashid Khan 4-0-22-3, Darshan
Nalkande 3-0-37-2, Rahul Tewatia 1-0-24-0.
Gujarat Titans
Matthew Wade
c Bairstow b Rabada
6
Shubman Gill
c Mayank Agarwal b Rabada
96
Sai Sudharsan
c Mayank Agarwal b Rahul Chahar
35
Hardik Pandya
run out (Bairstow)
27
David Miller
not out
6
Rahul Tewatia
not out
13
Extras: (LB-2, W-4,NB-1)
7
Total: (For 4 wickets in 20 overs) 190
Fall of wickets : 1-32, 2-133, 3-170, 4-172.
Bowling: Vaibhav Arora 4-0-34-0, Arshdeep Singh 4-0-31-0,
Kagiso Rabada 4-0-35-2, Rahul Chahar 4-0-41-1, Odean Smith
3-0-35-0, Liam Livingstone 1-0-12-0.
here on Friday.
Chasing 190 for a win, Gill
was out in the 19th over after hitting 11 fours and a six, followed
by his captain Hardik Pandya (27)
in the final over as the Titans need-

they were on the verge of a victory only to be denied by Tewatia in
a dramatic fashion.
Gill, who had hit 84 in the previous match against Delhi
Capitals, was in imperious form as

Rasool continues brilliance
in Dhaka Premier League
Excelsior Sports Correspondent 177 runs in 45.4 overs. Shamim
Hossain top scored with 51 runs
JAMMU, Apr 8: Ace crick- off 72 balls, studded with 8
eter and former J&K Ranji boundaries, while Jaker Ali and
Trophy skipper, Parvez Rasool Monim Shahriar contributed 32
continued his brilliance in the and 25 runs respectively. Rasool
ongoing Dhaka Premier League was the pick of the bowlers from
One-Day Tournament at Dhaka Sheikh Jamal Dhanmondi Club
(SJDC), who captured 5 wickets,
in Bangladesh.
Today, in the match against while Sunzamul Islam claimed 2
wickets.
In reply, SJDC
chased the target in
48.2 overs, losing 5
wickets
in
the
process, thus won the
match by 5 wickets.
Robiul Islam Robi top
scored with unbeaten
57 runs, while skipper
Imrul Kayes contributed 26 runs. Afif
Hossain took 2 wickets, while Tanvir
Islam and Tanzim
Parvez Rasool being awarded with man Hassan claimed one
wicket each.
of the match at Dhaka on Friday.
Pertinent to menformidable Abahani Limited tion here that Parvez Rasool is
which has 5 International play- the top wicket taker in the tourers, including current Indian Test nament so far with 17 wickets,
star Hanuma Vihari, Parvez which includes 5-wicket haul
Rasool wreaked havoc by spin- and 4-wicket haul also. He also
ning web around the rival bats- scored unbeaten 65 runs in the
men, capturing 5 important match against Prime Bank
wickets by conceding 29 runs in Cricket Club and hit a six and a
his 9.4 overs.
boundary when the team needed
Earlier, batting first, Abahani 12 runs in last over with just one
Limited scored a modest total of wicket in hand.

IN THE COURT OF SUB JUDGE DODA
Inhabitants of Village Bhandekhara Ward No. 04 of Panchyat Thathri-B, Through
1. Manoj Kumar S/o Bhagh Singh 2. Kuldeep Singh S/o Dhani Ram Both Residence of Village Bhandekhara Tehsil
Thathri, Distt. Doda.
........Applicants/Plaintiffs
V/s
1. U.T of Jammu & Kashmir through Commissioner/Secretary Rural Development Panchyati Raj Department, Civil
Secretariat Jammu/Srinagar.
2. Superintending Engineer, Rural Engineering Wingh (REW) Doda.
3. Executive Engineer (XEN) Rural Engineering Wingh (REW) Doda.
4. Block Development Officer Block, Thathri District Doda.
5. Surjeet Singh S/o Vidya Ram R/o Indralla, Tehsil Thathri, District Doda. (Contractor),
Non-Applicants/Defendants
In the matter of: - Suit for Permanent Prohibitory Injunction.
AND
In the matter of: Application Under Order 01 Rule 08 CPC seeking permission to sue in the representative capacity.
Ld. Counsel (Mr. Manjeet Singh) for plaintiffs present.

Notice

Suit above titled is instituted in the court which is in representative capacity. As such all the persons interested in the subject matter of the suit are informed by way of publication that if he/she/they have any objections
or to say something about the suit he/she/they are directed to file their objections, if any, before this court within 15 days from publication of this notice. Next date of hearing is fixed on 12-04-2022.
Issue under my hand and seal at Doda on 04-04-2022.
Announced: 4-4-2022
Sd/No: 73/SJD
Sub Judge
Dt: 04-04-2022
Doda

he cut, drove and smacked the
Punjab bowlers to hold one end
together. He shared 101 runs in
11.2 overs with debutant Sai
Sudharsan (35 off 30 balls) to keep
the Titans on course in the run
chase.
It was not an easy chase
though as the Titans needed more
than 11 runs an over after
Sudharsan was out off Rahul
Chahar (1/41) in the 15th over.
Arshdeep Singh (0/31) bowled
brilliantly in the 18th over, giving
away just five runs, leaving the
Titans to score 32 from the final
two overs.
In a tense finish, Gill was out
in the penultimate over after his
captain had struck two fours off
Kagiso Rabada (2/35).
The Titans needed 19 from the
final over bowled by Smith (0/35)
and 12 from the last two balls and
Tewatia did the unthinkable.
Earlier, England all-rounder
Liam Livingstone, this IPL's
costliest foreign player, made full
use of a lucky reprieve to smash a
second consecutive half century
and help Punjab Kings post 189
for 9.
Livingstone, who was bought
for Rs 11.5 crore, smashed 64 off
just 27 balls to score the bulk of
the runs for Punjab Kings after
being asked to bat first.
He shared 52 runs for the third
wicket with opener Shikhar
Dhawan (35) to revive the Punjab
innings after they were 43 for 2
after the powerplay.
Livingstone, who had hit 60
off 32 balls against Chennai Super
Kings in the previous match, survived by the skin of his teeth in the
ninth over, when he was on 14, as
Titans captain Hardik Pandya's
foot touched the boundary ropes
while trying to take a high catch
off spinner Rashid Khan (3/22).
The Englishman took full
advantage of the 'life' given to him
as he reached to his fifty off 21
balls. In the end, he struck seven
fours and four sixes in his quickfire knock.
The potent Gujarat Titans
bowling attack made a brief comeback with debutant Darshan
Nalkande (2/37) and the seasoned
Rashid claiming wickets in quick
succession.
Nalkande removed Jitesh
Sharma (23) and Odean Smith (0)
off consecutive balls in the 14th
over, while the wily Rashid dismissed Livingstone and Shahrukh
Khan (15) in the space of three
balls in the 16th over, besides
claiming the wicket of Dhawan
earlier. (PTI)
Sonam, D/o Prithvi Raj
Chouhan,
and
Parveen
Chouhan, R/o Patel Nagar
Talab Tillo
Jammu, has
been declared
qualified for
the award of
degree
of
Doctor
of
Philosophy
(Ph.D) in Biochemistry by the
Sher-e-Kashmir University of
Agricultural Sciences and
Technology,
Jammu
(SKUAST-J). She worked on
the topic, “Studies on
Biochemical Prospecting of
Various Extracts from Selected
Medicinal
Plants
for
Antioxidant and Antimicrobial
Properties and Bioactive
Compound,” under the supervision of Prof Sanjay Guleria.

POTCHEFSTROOM, Apr 8: deflected home skipper Salima
Tete's slap for her sixth goal of
The Indian women's hockey the tournament.
Seconds from the end of first
team continued its unbeaten run
and defeated South Korea 3-0 quarter, Lalrindiki doubled
here today to enter the semifinals India's lead by tapping in a
of the FIH Junior World Cup for rebound after Deepika's reverse
shot was saved by Korean goalonly the second time.
The Indians, who topped the keeper Eunji Kim.
The second quarter was more
pool stage with an all-win
record, scored through Mumtaz physical from both the teams but
Khan (11th minute), Lalrindiki it was India who dominated pos(15th) and Sangita Kumari (41st) session.
The Indian defence was
to emerge winners in the quarterimpressive in the first two quarfinal match.
India's best result in the tour- ters as the Koreans hardly tested
Bichu
Devi
nament remains the bronze goalkepeer
medal finish at the 2013 edition Kahribam, whose only involvein Monchengladbach, Germany, ment in the first 30 minutes was
where they defeated England 3-2 when she comfortably kicked
in shootout following a 1-1 stale- away Korean skipper Seona
Kim's miscued shot just before
mate in regulation time.
Against Korea, India made a half time.
South Africa earned their
sedate start but found their footfirst penalty corner of the match
ing 10 minutes into the game.
The Indian players used their after the change of ends, but
speed and defence-splitting runs Seona Kim's deflection went just
to trouble the Korean backline, over the bar.
Minutes later, India extended
which resulted in two penalty
corners, the first of which was their lead through Sangita, who
pushed home in an open goal
capitalised by Mumtaz.
It was Olympian Sharmila after Korean goalkeeper Eunji
Devi's brilliant run and a result- Kim was thrown off balance by
ant pass that created the short Beauty Dung Dung's miscued
corner for India and Mumtaz shot. (PTI)

Selected players posing for a group photograph with Divisional
Sports Officer Ashok Singh and others at Jammu.

Bodybuilding team leaves
for North India C’ship

Excelsior Sports Correspondent
JAMMU, Apr 8: J&K
Bodybuilding team today left for
Chandigarh to take part in North
India
Bodybuilding
Championship, scheduled to be
held at Chandigarh from April 10.
Earlier, the screening of the
team was held in the presence of
Divisional Sports Officer Jammu,
Sports Council and members
Bodybuilding
Association
Jammu and Kashmir at M A

Stadium, here.
Team: Vipul, Gorav, Rajat,
Kumar Gaurav, Kunal Verma,
Harish Sharma, Akhil Mehra,
Sorab and Suresh, while Ajit
Singh (Manager) and Javed
(Coach) will accompany the
team.
Bhupinder Singh president,
Rajesh Dutta general secretary
and Vinay Sharma vice president
of
J&K
Bodybuilding
Association were also present
during the event.

Golf Academies will
produce ace players: Suri
Excelsior Sports Correspondent Courses.”
Suri also lauded the vision of
JAMMU, Apr 8: BJP execu- Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha
tive member, Raman Suri today in establishing a Golf Academy
said that the newly inaugurated each at Jammu as well as at
Golf Training Academy at Jammu Srinagar, where students of
Tawi Golf Course (JTGC) will go schools besides commoners will
a long way in producing quality be able to play the sport which eargolfers amongst the commoners lier was inaccessible for the massand school children, especially es. “This policy will enable many
from the Government institution. to try their hands at this popular
In a press statement issued sport and enable others to learn the
here, he said: “This is something rules of the game easily on the
that has never happened in the his- ground,” he said.
Suri expressed hope that the
tory of golf in J&K, especially
when this sport was confined to newly established Golf Academy
the elite or a chosen few bureau- will become one of the finest Golf
crats and politicians, who never Training Centres of North India,
allowed real sportspersons to get while revamping of Sanasar Golf
trained or play golf in the State-run Course will also boost tourism in
and
State-maintained
Golf Jammu.

Winners displaying trophies while posing with dignitaries at MA Stadium Jammu on Friday.

Police Open TT C’ship

Maanay lifts men singles, Ragini
lifts women singles finals
Excelsior Sports Correspondent final, Maanay Mansotra trounced
Akash Sharma by 3-1 and in
JAMMU, Apr 8: Maanay women’s final, Ragini Gupta beat
Mansotra defeated Akash Sharma Mishti by 3-1, whereas in veteran
by 3-1 in the finals of the men’s men’s final, Mahesh Sharma
singles, whereas Ragini Gupta defeated Gourav by 3-1.
The tournament was organemerged winner in women’s final
defeating Mishti Aggarwal by 3 ised by the Jammu District
games to 1 in the Police Open Police department under the
Table Tennis Championship, ‘Civic Action Programme’ in
played at Indoor Complex MA collaboration with J&K sports
council and J&K Table Tennis
Stadium, here today.
Earlier, in the men’s semifinals Akash held his nerve
against Akhilesh and finally went
on to win by 3-1. In the other
semi-finals, Maanay trounced
Asad by 3-0.
Excelsior Correspondent
SSP Chandan Kohli was the
chief guest of the event, who witJAMMU, Apr 8: Eco Club
nessed the final match and distributed the prizes amongst the and Department of EVS of
winners. The chief guest also con- Government SPMR College of
gratulated the organisers for a Commerce have developed ecosuccessful tournament during friendly vertical garden raised in
these challenging pandemic times discarded plastic bottles in the
and hailed the sportsman spirit college.
Prof Ranjeet Singh Jamwal,
and the efforts put in by the participants. He assured the associa- Principal of the college inaugution of any help whatsoever for rated the vertical garden consistup lifting the game of Table ing of various plants such as
Zebrina, Pelia, Syngonium,
Tennis in the UT.
Kulbir Handa (SP Jammu Petunia, Pothos, Spider plant etc.
North) and Swati Sharma, DySP He appreciated the efforts of the
(Headquarter) were the guests of Department of EVS and Eco
club members for taking this
honour.
In cadet boys final, Ayaan green initiative in the college. He
beat Pranit by 3-1, while in cadet encouraged the students to create
girls final, Yasha trounced Sneha such gardensin order to save
by 3-1 and in sub-junior boys space and enhance beauty in
final, Rudraksh defeated Gurshan their surroundings.
The vertical garden was creby 3-1, besides in sub junior girls
final, Mishti beat Niharika by 3-0. ated under the guidance of Dr.
In junior (under-19) boys Nazia Rasool, EVS Coordinator
final, Maanay Mansotra beat (CLUJ).
In her address, she explained
Akhilesh by 3-1, while in men’s

Association.
Prominent persons including
Satbir Singh, Rajan Sharma, IP
Singh, Satish Gupta, Ajay
Sharma, Ashok Sing (Divisional
Sports Officer), Saleem Bandey
(Secretary Poonch District TT
Association), Dr Ruby, Dr
Ratnakar Sharma, Sanjay Gupta,
Rajan Sharma, Vasu Dewan,
Narinder Singh and many others
were present during event.

Vertical Garden inaugurated
in Govt SPMR College

in detail about the importance of
such gardens in reducing air pollution, improving the air quality
index and conserving water. On
the occasion, Dr. Deepak
Pathania, Convener of the Eco
club, talked about the menace of
plastic pollution and suggested
the use of discarded plastic bottles in creating greenery.
Manmeet Singh, Maheeppal
Singh, Manyata Sharma, Kamia
Khajuria, Deepasha and other
volunteers of Eco club actively
participated in the decoration
and maintenance of the garden.
Faculty members present during
the inauguration were Prof.
Archana Koul, Prof Sandhya
Bharadwaj, Prof ShafkatJ
ehangir, Prof. Monika Mahajan
and Prof. RoomiRani.The entire
event was coordinated by Eco
club members Dr. Jagmeet Kaur,
Prof. Fayza, Dr. Sarabjeet Kour
Sudan, Prof. Rishu Mahajan.
The formal vote of thanks was
presented by Dr. Anu Sharma.

